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Samuel continued to be silent and drove directly into the mountainside. Yvonne was at a 

loss of words. She had so many inquiries yet did not know just how to ask them. 

He in fact drove the vehicle into Clouridge! He really drove the cars and truck to the 

mountainside! 

Yvonne had actually never ever been to Clouridge, she had actually listened to others 

discuss many regulations regarding the location. 

Each independent suite had its very own exclusive land. Any individual that trespassed 

without the proprietor’s consent would be a culprit. 

The suite location was developed and also managed by the Skye’s of Cloud City. Nobody 

risked to run the risk of angering the Skye family by damaging the guidelines of the 

location. 

The only explanation for him having the ability to enter, after that, was that he was had the 

place. 

When Samuel opened up the guest door, Yvonne was still surprised. She did not dare to 

leave the auto yet, terrified that she would step on another person’s turf if she left the auto. 

” Is it that challenging to find house as well as look around?” Samuel chuckled. 

” My … house?” Yvonne’s eyes were full of complication and also she might not think it. That 

was her home? How could it be? That was a mountainside villa, the most lavish and also 

pricey suite in the entire Cloud City. 

Grandmother Sue had actually desired for living in Cloudridge. Just by living right here can 

she absolutely incorporate into Cloud City’s superior culture, but … 

It was all extremely surreal to Yvonne, like a dream … a day desire! 

Samuel got the keys and also continued, “This is our home, go try it on your own.” 



Yvonne left the automobile. Her hands were trembling as she held the keys. She just took 

care of to relocate her feet as she enjoyed Samuel walk towards the door. 

Her heart was spinning, even her head was foggy. 

” Attempt to see if you can open it,” Samuel instructed. 

Yvonne took a deep breath. Sweat built up on her palms. With her hands trembling, she 

could not insert the trick to the crucial hole for a long time. 

” Samuel, you wouldn’t exist to me, would certainly you? If a person learns that we broke in 

here, we will face serious repercussions.” Yvonne advised. 

” Certainly, the rules of Cloudridge are really strict, but exactly how is it a violation to come 

residence?” 

Yvonne finally inserted the secret right into the keyhole as well as turned the key. 

It unlocked! 

It truly opened! 

This instant, Yvonne had goosebumps all over her body as if she was electrocuted. 

She gently pushed open the door of the house. What stocked front of her was not dazzling 

opulence, instead, it was a subtle concept of decor with black and white as the major theme. 

The design was easy, it appeared clean and also neat. 

“You claimed that if you’re offered the possibility to make your own house, you would 

certainly choose a straightforward design– black and white, few designs, not also gorgeous, 

basic and also tidy. What do you consider this?” Samuel asked. 

Also at this point, Yvonne still really felt as if she was dreaming a desire that she never 

wished to awaken from. 

On the south of the living-room, a huge mural inhabited almost a 3rd of the front wall. 

It was a wedding image. The man and woman on it did not look happy, rather, the lady 

looked severe, with a solid feeling of resignation and dissatisfaction. 



The man, nevertheless, revealed a hint of bitterness in his shallow, apparently powerless 

smile. 

Yvonne still bore in mind that after the set up marriage, the old man compelled her as well 

as Samuel to take wedding celebration photos. That action was just a standard procedure 

for Yvonne, she did not bother to see the finished product, neither did she show any images 

of her as well as Samuel in your home. 

Suddenly, Samuel kept the wedding event picture kind three years ago. She had virtually 

forgotten about this matter. 

Rips filled her eyes, overflowed, and glid on her cheeks like a busted string of a pearl 

pendant. 

Yvonne squatted on the ground as well as cried out. 

Samuel grinned with happiness as he looked at the south wall. The photo was entrusted to 

collect dust when it must be awaited your house three years back. 

 


